7 Cold Email Outreach
Templates that Actually
Work
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Why Use Cold
Email?

ROI PER DOLLAR SPENT ON MARKETING

Why use cold email as a route to market? Three reasons:
It flat out works.
It's the highest ROI activity available to a business owner today.
It's extremely low cost to get started.
In this report we are going to give you the 7 email templates that we've
found to be the most effective after over 1.3 million cold emails sent.

So here are the 7 scripts for you to test out in your email outreach
campaigns.

Email

01

Are You Still
Interested?
Subject Line: Are You Still Interested In
(Major Benefit).
Email Body Copy:
Hey {firstname},
Just a quick email to see if you're still
interested in more (outcome).
I'm looking for somebody in (area) I
can provide with (outcome).
If you're interested, just reply to this
mail.

EMAIL #1 - ARE YOU STILL INTERESTED IN...?

This is a super effective email that works
amazingly well every time and is our #1 "Go To"
email when we're testing a new campaign out.
The key here is to keep the email short and very
benefit driven.
Make the Call To Action respond to this email
and your inbox with be full of leads :)

Email
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Regarding
(outcome)
Subject Line: {Firstname}, re
(outcome)
Email Body Copy:
Hey {firstname},
Please excuse the "cold email" but I'm
contacting you regarding (outcome).
I had a look at (insert website) and it
looks like you might be interested in
(outcome)?
Just reply to this email and we can
discuss more :)

EMAIL #2 - {FIRSTNAME}, RE (OUTCOME)

Short, sweet and benefit driven.
The key here is to do a little research
and provide a hand in glove solution to
a painful problem.
Again...make the Call To Action
respond to this email and your inbox
with be full of leads :)

Email
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Quick
Question
Subject Line: Quick Question
Email Body Copy:
Hi {first_name},
I hope you're well, quick question, do you
have capacity for more (outcome)?
If I was to provide you with (outcome) in
return for a fee...would you be interested?
Just reply to this email and we can discuss
more :)

EMAIL #3 - QUICK QUESTION

This email alone is now responsible for
over $200m in revenue.
It works!
Most people are afraid this approach is
too direct. Don't worry it's not.
Try it out, I think you'll like the results :)

Email
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The Referral
Method
Subject Line: {Company _Name}
Email Body Copy:
Hey {first_name},
My name is (Your Name) and I'm with (Your
Company). We work with organisations
like (Vanity Customer) to (Describe
Outcome). (Unique Benefit).
Could you direct me to the right person to
talk to about this at (Company) who I would
discuss this with please :)
Thanks.

EMAIL #4 {COMPANY NAME}

Asking for a referral is classic
"Predicable Revenue" and still works
as well as it ever did.
Simply asking for the contact details of
the right person is a great approach if
you're less confident with the more
direct approaches.
Once you have the correct contact
details...follow up!

Email
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Available
For A Call?
Subject Line: Available for a call?
Email Body Copy:
Hi {first_name},
My name is (Your Name) with (Your
Company). We help (Industry or
Role) with (Business Driver).
I wanted to learn how you
handle (Activity) at (Company) and
show you what we're working on.
Would you be available for a brief call?
Thanks.

EMAIL #5 - AVAILABLE FOR A CALL?

This is a nice, gentle email to start the
conversation with.
Simply state who you are and how you
can help the prospect with an outcome
they desire.
This is a great email if you prefer the
less direct approach.

Email
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Follow Up
#1
Subject Line: Re:
Email Body Copy:
Hey {first_name},
Just checking you received my previous
email regarding (Business Driver), I didn't
hear from you.
It would be great to speak with you.

EMAIL #6 - RE:

Follow up is very important. By following up 34 times you will increase your positive
response rate by at least 60%.
Use this follow up email to restart the
conversation every time it seems to go dead.
This email will make you a lot of money :)

Email
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Last
Chance
Subject Line: Last chance
Email Body Copy:
Hi {first_name|there},
I haven't heard from you
regarding (Outcome)so I assume you're not
interested.
If you're interested but have just been too busy
to reply, please reply to this email.
If I don't hear from you I won't email you again.
All the best.

EMAIL #7 LAST CHANCE

This is the final email in the sequence
and will generally get "Sleepers" to
respond.
I usually send this as email #4 or #5
and if there's no response...It's time to
move on!

Next...
Watch Our Step By Step Training To
See How Easy It Is To Start
Generating Leads For Your Business
In Minutes With Cold Email

Watch this follow along Step-By-Step training to implement the EXACT same
strategies we've used to generate over $200m of new business for over 1200
clients in every imaginable industry.
If you'd like to book 2-3 High Quality appointments everyday then watch this
training now.
You'll be booking qualified appointments within 7 Days Guaranteed!
For a limited time, this training is 100% FREE, so make sure you watch
now while it's still available.

